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Narrow Reef Mining

Claude Cunningham, African Explosives Limited

Introduction

For the past twenty years there has been a growing tendency to portray high explosives as a
key obstacle to the advancement of underground mining. Multi-milliQns of Rand spent on
mechanical breaking of rock, and innovation after innovation aimed at enabling expensive
machines to cope with hostile underground conditions, attest to despair in the future of high
explosives, and a hope that an economical replacement can be found.

iYJ�7j Attempts to replace blasting have focussed on achieving full day, continuous operations, which
are impossible with conventional blasting because of the need to depart from the face when
blasting, and to vacate the mine w'hile blasting fumes clear. Mechanical methods avoid this
difficulty but bring many costs and new difficulties which arise from losing the Herculean power
of detonation. While a 600g charge of explosive only contains about 2 MJ of energy, it is
released in the most effective way possible, at pressures as high as 10GPa, from inside the
body of the rock. All this for a few Rand. It is unfortunate that people talk as if lack of energy
efficiency with high explosives is a fact and is a major drawback: in reality, their cost efficiency is
exceptionally good.

AEL, in running with its theme of "Breaking New Ground', has grappled with the reality that high
explosives have been very badly used in the narrow reef mines during the 20th Century. The
image of uncontrolled, violent effects associated with blasting is an image from abuse.

If high explosives are deployed correctly, so as to break the rock and no more, they can deliver
results which match 21st Century needs for safe, continuous working at the face. This concept
was developed by AEL in 1995 and branded recently as wThreshold Blasting". In early trials it
has demonstrated enormous promise, showing an ability to break difficult ground, to blast any
number of blastholes together, and to negotiate the many unpredictable situations occurring in
mining.

Principles

Threshold Blasting embraces all rockbreaking in which high explosives are employed under
such control that the energy is utilised in fragmenting the rock, allowing personnel to remain in
the vicinity. It is aimed at permitting continuous mining using small, specially formulated
explosive charges (Tailored Energy Packs, or TEPs) which peel the rock off the stope face with
little smoke or flyrock. This process requires disciplined drilling and charging, employing digital
timing where more than one hole is fired. To date, negligible dust and fumes have been created,
people have been within 1Oim of the face on firing, and almost full advance has been achieved
under varying conditions. Working methods to harness the technique are under consideration,
and no serious problems have come to light. The greatest challenge is that of achieving
accurate drilling and working to order.

Threshold Blasting brings to maturity the potential of the process begun by Alfred Nobel when
he introduced nitroglycerine, and later dynamite. to minina. Prior to this. rockbreakina had been
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means of a propellant, black powder. Black powder worked very well with weak rock formations
and coal, but in hard rock its inability to create new cracks resulted in poor fragmentation and
the need for excessive drilling.

High explosives enabled detonation to be achieved in the blasthole, creating pressures high
enough to create fresh cracks In the hardest rock, resulting in good fragmentation with relatively
little drilling. As a result, although fracture explosives cost double the price of black powder, they
rapidly replaced it. The need for a gentler action meant that black powder has retained its use
for dimensional stone blasting, and even in the 1930's an explosive mixture of dynamite and
black powder was sold for use in weaker formations.

Conventional Blasting In Narrow Reef Mining

The current mode of use of explosives in narrow reef mining originated when the mining industry
went from bench mining to concentrated mining, to try to increase the tonnage achieved from a
working face.

In bench mining, the face was stepped, and holes were drilled Into these steps and parallel to
the face. The breaking of any pair of holes was not dependent on the breaking of the previous
pair of holes (Figure 1). With concentrated mining the idea was to drill hole directly into the face
and achieve a full metre advance where previously only 0.5m had been achieved.

*rat " Z..

Bench Mining: e Concentrated
holes break ';.. Mining: holes
independently depend on each
50%of each other for full
other. _____ advance.

High efficiency, Low efficiency,
low utilisation of eficeny \ high utilisation of
face. ¶1.'.' face.

Figure 1: Origin of inefficient blasting practice

The problem with the concentrated mining was that every hole depended on clean breaking of
the previous hole, so if the previous hole was badly drilled, or if sequential timing was not
achieved, then much more work had to be done by the explosive to break clean. In addition, with
the increased depth into the solid, breaking conditions were much tighter than with bench
mining, and this also called for more energy. Finding that their faces often did not break well, the
miners resorted to heavily charging their holes "for insurance", a measure which was to some
extent successful, but also resulted in hugely increased explosives use, and in the ill effects of
excessive energy with overburdened holes:

a blasting out of support

i damaged hanging wall
n flyrock
n fumes

This legacy continues to this day, but in Threshold Blasting the priority is altered: while face
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utilisation remains vital, priority is given to ensuring that the available chemical energy is
harnessed for breaking the rock as efficiently as possible. This automatically results in strong
curtailment of the above problems:

g support is no longer subjected to significant airblast, or to high velocity impact by large
fragments.

* charge size Is insufficient to shake the environment to the same extent
* Flyrock is limited to very small particles, and limited range.
* Less explosive means less gas produced, and careful selection of the formulation

ensures that the toxic component of the gas is minimal.

Is It New?

The Threshold Blasting concept has been around since the beginning of rockbreaking
operations, but our will and ability to implement it in current Narrow Reef Stoping is relatively
new. The idea of matching exactly the explosive charge to the breaking effect with no excess
energy is entrenched in Crater Theory, most successfully promulgated by Livingston in 1956,
who demonstrated that as one buries a spherical charge at increasing depth beneath the
surface, there comes a point (optimum depth) where, on detonation, the surface heaves up, with
well fragmented rock, but little or no flyrock occurs (Figure 2). Further, in Dimensional Stone
quarries, the need is to break out the decorative stone without cracking it, and there is a highly
developed art of using black powder, detonating cord and other high explosives in very
controlled conditions to achieve this end. People do not evacuate the site when blasting.

Figure 2: Threshold blasting occurs when the burden is neither too great nor too little for the
contained explosive charge.

Even in Narrow Reef stoping, various practitioners have discovered the ability to use very small
charges in stoping, but the measures needed to win substantial tonnages this way have
discouraged them from pursuing the technique. The author, in the mid 1970's, was aware of
work by Mr Krommie van Dyck, an experimentalist with the Chamber of Mines who operated
their test stope at Stilfontein mine, in which he tested out how little explosive could be used for
stoping. On one occasion he blasted a panel using only one 50 g cartridge of ammon gelignite
per hole. A fourth example of the technique is in underground coal blasting, where miners
routinely charge, stem and blast large coal faces with light charges of high explosive while
remaining a few metres away. Typical efficiencies achieved are 4 to 5 tons of coal per kg of
explosive.

Thus the principal is old, but the need to improve productivity in hard rock mines, and the
enabling of new technologies are combining to put it to work.

Applying Threshold Blasting

The idea of non-cyclic mining has been pursued for many years, commencing with the initial
rock cutter development work, when it was thought that explosives had to be removed from
stoping. However, several attempts have been made to harness chemical energy .for non-cyclic
working. This makes sense, as drilling is a highly developed and effective technology, while
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chemical energy is exceptionally cheap and effective. Periodic attempts are also made to use
electrical energy for the same purpose, but the challenge of super high voltage and high current
in narrow reef stopes (essentially, creating lightning underground) has yet to become practical.

In 1980 AEL gave up on development of a Drill Load Blast unit which could crawl up the face on
an armoured conveyor, remotely drilling and blasting two holes at a time. Since then Boart-
Longyear and PCF Sunburst (later Brandrill), have been working on the use of drill rigs with well
confined, well coupled propellants to break the rock. These latter systems are still on test and
could well succeed. In Threshold Blasting, however, we are considering harnessing the full
potential of high explosives. The basic design concept is shown in Figure 3.
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Stomming plug

*TEP=oTailored Energy Pack" Figure 3: Basic concept of Threshold Blasting

In assessing how much explosive to use, we knew that conventional blasting uses up to 5
kg/m3, but commonly half this amount for stoping. We judged that 1.5kg/m3 should be easily
obtained, but that we might be able to get the ratio down to as low as 0.5kg/m3 if the conditions
were right. However, powder factor can be very deceptive, as it does not take into account the
geometry and conditions of blasting, so this was only one of many parameters considered.

In terms of gases, a maximum of about 1000 Ii at STP is produced per kg of explosive. Of this,
for an emulsion explosive, the noxious content would be no more than 1% of CO and 0.1% of
NOX, so for every 100g of explosive, we should anticipate about 1 Ii of CO and 0.1 Ii of NOX.
Simple sums with these amounts soon showed that the stope ventilation system would easily
handle them. Tests done by a mine ventilation department indicated that there is no significant
exposure to noxious fumes with the current system.

Once trials began with the technique, the advantages became very evident:

* Because the energy is able to initiate multiple cracking in hard rock, breaking is positive,
even in difficult ground.

* Through the use of detonators, we are able to break any number of holes, thus making as
a variable the batch size of rock to be broken in each blast.

* The ability to break to larger burdens means that drilling is less critical: although
undesirable, one can carry on with manual drilling, provided that reasonable control is
provided.

* The system is sufficiently similar to conventional blasting that crews feel immediately
home with it. This is particularly advantageous when having to negotiate bad ground
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conditions.

As against this, there are some cautions.

U In the current format, using cartridged explosives, it is possible for people to lapse into
conventional blasting while conducting non-cyclic operations, in the desire to 'speed
things up". This will result in failure of the principle on grounds of safety, not to mention all
the inefficiencies incurred by over blasting.

* Drill rigs we have encountered are problematic when not properly maintained and
operated: this technology is critical in ensuring that reliable results can be achieved.

a The quality of the stemming is crucial - because of the threshold condition, the gases
must not be allowed to escape prematurely.

* There is some risk of blow-outs, so people do need to move away from the face. We
have found that a distance of 1 Om is typically acceptable, with charges utilised to date.

* In firing multiple holes, electronic detonators provide the only certainty that the firing will
be consistent.

* Quite small changes in design can result in loss of advance.

The Future

The principles of Threshold Blasting are sound and provide the best opportunity for the narrow
reef mining industry to make a low cost, radical breakthrough in productivity through continuous
working. The key transformations needed are,

* success in achieving high rates of accurate drilling under normal production conditions,
and

• success in motivating trained crews to follow the essentially simple procedures.

Routine blasting operations can still deliver the required returns for mine owners, especially
using explosive energy to move broken rock after fragmenting it: most of the normal damage
can be contained by taking care with drilling and timing. Threshold Blasting, by definition, does
not move the rock, so has to be used where this can be transported mechanically. There is a
whole spectrum of applications of the technology, ranging from hole by hole firing using the
lightest possible charges, up to what amounts to light blasting, in which a whole face might be
blasted in one shot, while the crew takes its tea break. The appropriate adaptation will depend
very much on the priorities and conditions applying.

Some important factors to take into account are,

E Rock conditions

* Hole diameter
* Hole length
* Stoping width,
* Explosive bulk strength
* Charge mass per hole
* Drilling pattern
* Angle of holes
* Coupling medium
a Stemming medium
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There is still much to learn to define the boundaries of what can and should be done, and we
continue to work with the mines to expand and improve the cyclicity of these operations.

Thanks are due to the management of African Explosives Limited for permission to present this
paper.

NIXT Conference 23 November2000

For further information go to our contact information page or email us.
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